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Darrel Wijaya, the developer and co-

Founder of CREO ENGINE, is set to make

a highly anticipated appearance on the

popular interview platform, London Real

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 16,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Darrel

Wijaya, the visionary developer and co-

Founder of CREO ENGINE, is set to

make a highly anticipated appearance

on the popular interview platform,

London Real. During the interview,

Wijaya will delve into the innovative

mission of CREO ENGINE, a company at

the forefront of revolutionising

financial welfare through the fusion of

gaming and Web3 technologies.

CREO ENGINE is dedicated to

transforming the financial landscape

by leveraging the immense potential of

gaming and decentralised

technologies. The company's

overarching vision is to foster financial

welfare through financial

entertainment, providing engaging and

educational experiences that empower

individuals to improve their financial literacy and well-being.

In his appearance on London Real, Darrel Wijaya will discuss how CREO ENGINE is harnessing

the power of gaming to create immersive, interactive platforms that educate and entertain users

about financial principles. By integrating Web3 technologies, CREO ENGINE ensures

transparency, security, and decentralised control, offering a unique blend of entertainment and
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financial empowerment.

"I am thrilled to share CREO ENGINE's

mission and vision with the London

Real audience," said Darrel Wijaya.

"Our goal is to create a world where

financial knowledge and well-being are

accessible to everyone, and we believe

that gaming and Web3 technologies

are the perfect tools to achieve this. We

aim to make finance enjoyable and

engaging by providing an immersive

and hassle-free experience for the

web3 community."

London Real, known for its in-depth interviews with influential and innovative figures, provides

the perfect platform for Darrel Wijaya to highlight the transformative potential of CREO ENGINE.

The interview promises to offer valuable insights into how financial entertainment can bridge the

gap between financial literacy and practical application, ultimately benefiting individuals and

communities worldwide.

The upcoming episode featuring Darrel Wijaya will air on 15 May, 2024, and viewers can expect a

compelling discussion on the intersection of technology, gaming, and financial empowerment.

For more information and to watch the interview, visit londonreal.tv and to learn more about

London Real Ventures and our portfolio of Web3, blockchain, crypto, AI and metaverse gaming

companies visit londonreal.ventures

For media inquiries or interview requests, please contact media@londonreal.tv.

About London Real

Having conducted over 1,000 long format interviews with the most important voices in the world,

London Real is one of the world’s foremost independent broadcasters, empowering people to

think, to act and to change. With the ambition to be an unbiased source of information in a co-

opted media world, London Real provides a platform for diverse perspectives to be heard.

For more information, visit londonreal.tv.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/712058035
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